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Note: This is a standalone audio CD.This is a quick but deep book that explores the role of
personal accountability in one's work and personal life. In his own work experience, Miller found
that many people look for others to blame their problems and conflicts on. He proposes that
instead of asking who is to blame for the situation, we should ask, "What can I do to improve the
situation?" Only by being able to ask this "question behind the question" can we take ownership
of the problem and start working toward a solution...

About the AuthorJohn G. Miller is the founder of QBQ, Inc., an organizational development
company dedicated to making personal accountability a core value for organizations and
individuals. QBQ, Inc. has worked with hundreds of Fortune 500 and other companies and
governmental and non-government organizations internationally. Miller, who appears frequently
on national television and radio, is the author of the bestselling QBQ! The Question Behind the
Question and Flipping the Switch: Five Keys to Success at Work and in Life. He lives in
Denver.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.A PICTURE OF PERSONAL
ACCOUNTABILITY It was a beautiful day when I stopped into a Rock Bottom Restaurant for a
quick lunch. The place was jammed. I didn’t have much time, so I was happy to grab the one
stool they had available at the bar. A few minutes after I sat down, a young man carrying a tray
full of dirty dishes hurried by on his way to the kitchen. Out of the corner of his eye, he noticed
me, stopped, came back, and said, “Sir, have you been helped?” “No, I haven’t,” I said. “And I’m
in a bit of a hurry. But all I really want is a salad and maybe a couple of rolls.” “I can get you that,
sir. What would you like to drink?” “I’ll have a Diet Coke, please.” “Oh, I’m sorry, sir, we have Pepsi
products. Would that be all right?” “Ah, no thanks,” I said with a smile. “I’ll just have water with
lemon, please.” “Great, I’ll be back.” He disappeared. Moments later he returned with the salad,
the rolls, and the water. I thanked him, and he was quickly gone again, leaving me to enjoy my
meal, a satisfied customer. Suddenly, there was a blur of activity off to my left, the “wind of
enthusiasm” blew behind me, and then, over my right shoulder stretched the “long arm of
service” delivering a twenty- ounce bottle, frosty on the outside, cold on the inside, of—you
guessed it—Diet Coke! “Wow!” I said. “Thank you!” “You’re welcome,” he said with a smile, and
hurried off again. My first thought was Hire this man! Talk about going the extra mile! He was
clearly not your average employee. And the more I thought about the outstanding thing he’d just
done, the more I wanted to talk to him. So as soon as I could get his attention, I waved him
over. “Excuse me, I thought you didn’t sell Coke,” I said. “That’s right, sir, we don’t.” “Well, where
did this come from?” “The grocery store around the corner.” I was taken aback. “Who paid for it?”
I asked. “I did, sir; just a dollar.” By then I was thinking profound and professional thoughts like
Cool! But what I said was, “Come on, you’ve been awfully busy. How did you have time to go get



it?” Smiling and seemingly growing taller before my eyes, he said, “I didn’t, sir. I sent my
manager!” I couldn’t believe it. Was that an act of empowerment or what? I’ll bet we can all think
of times we would love to look at our “boss” and say, “Get me a Diet Coke!” What a great image.
But beyond that, his actions paint a marvelous picture of personal accountability and the
Question Behind the Question. We’ll go into the specifics of the QBQ in the chapters to come,
but for now let’s take a look at my server’s thinking and the choices he made. It was the lunch
rush. Carrying a full tray, he was already busy, with plenty to do. But instead of using these facts
as reasons—or excuses—to continue on to the kitchen, he noticed a customer who, though not
in his section, looked like he needed some attention, so he decided to do what he could to help. I
don’t know what was in his mind at that moment, of course, but faced with a similar situation,
many people would have asked questions like these: · “Why do I have to do everything
around here?” · “Who’s supposed to be covering this area, anyway?” · “When is
management going to provide us with more products?” · “Why are we always so short-
staffed?” · “When are the customers going to learn to read the menu?” It’s understandable
that someone would feel and think that way, especially when frustrated, but the truth is that these
are lousy questions. They’re negative and they don’t solve any problems. Throughout the rest of
the book we’ll refer to questions like these as Incorrect Questions, or IQs, since nothing positive
or productive comes from asking them. They’re also the complete opposite of personal
accountability, because in each one the implication is that someone or something else is
responsible for the problem or situation. Unfortunately, though, they’re often the first thoughts
that come to mind. It’s a sad fact that when most of us are faced with a frustration or challenge of
some kind, our initial reaction tends to be negative and defensive, and the first questions that
occur to us are IQs. The good news is this: That moment of frustration also presents us with a
tremendous opportunity to contribute, and the QBQ can help us take advantage of it. The
moment the IQs pop into our heads, we have a choice. We can either accept them—Yeah, when
are we going to get more help around here?!—or reject them, choosing instead to ask better,
more accountable questions such as “What can I do to make a difference?” and “How can I
support the team?” The definition of the QBQ: A tool that enables individuals to practice
personal accountability by making better choices in the moment. And we accomplish this by
asking better questions of ourselves. That’s exactly what my server did. By disciplining his
thoughts, he didn’t ask IQs and get caught in the downside of the situation. Instead, whether he
used the words or not, his actions clearly indicated accountable thinking such as What can I do
to help out? and How can I provide more value? His choices made the difference. As I left that
day, I gave him a good tip, as anyone would have, bouncing my quarters across the bar. (Just
kidding. It was the excellent tip he had earned.) And when I returned a couple of months later
and asked for “my favorite server, Jacob Miller” (I love his last name), the hostess said, “I’m
sorry, sir, Jacob is no longer . . .” My thoughts flew fast. NO! You lost my favorite server? You lost
a guy who looked at me and asked himself, “What can I do right now to serve my customer?” I
just couldn’t believe they had let him get away. But I didn’t say any of that to her. I simply



interrupted with, “Don’t tell me you lost him?!” to which she brightly responded, “Oh no, sir, we
didn’t lose him, he was promoted to management.” My first thought was Management, what a
waste! (Go ahead, smile—even if you’re a manager.) The truth is, I wasn’t at all surprised that
Jacob, with the way he thought, would be so quickly on his way up “the ladder of success.”
That’s the difference personal accountability can make. Everyone wins: customers, coworkers,
the organization—everyone. And for Jacob, beyond the tips and the promotion, I can’t help but
think the greatest win of all is the way he must feel about himself at the end of a day of asking
better questions, making better choices, and practicing personal accountability. QBQ! THE
QUESTION BEHIND THE QUESTION Now let’s talk about the tool that brings personal
accountability to life: the QBQ. The Question Behind the Question is built on the observation that
our first reactions are often negative, bringing to mind Incorrect Questions (IQs). But if in each
moment of decision we can instead discipline ourselves to look behind those initial Incorrect
Questions and ask ourselves better ones (QBQs), the questions themselves will lead us to
better results. One of the guiding principles of the QBQ is “The answers are in the questions,”
which speaks to the same truth: If we ask ourselves a better question, we get a better answer. So
the QBQ is about asking better questions. But how can we tell a good question from a bad one?
What does a “better” question sound like? This book will help each of us learn to recognize and
ask better questions. And just to be clear, QBQs are questions we generally ask ourselves, not
others. They are rarely questions we speak out loud to colleagues, customers, family, and friends
—but rather ones we think in our own mind. Here are the three simple guidelines for creating a
QBQ: 1. Begin with “What” or “How” (not “Why,” “When,” or “Who”). 2. Contain an “I” (not
“they,” “we,” or “you”). 3. Focus on action. “What can I do?” for example, follows the guidelines
perfectly. It begins with “What,” contains an “I,” and focuses on action: “What can I do?” Simple,
as I said. But don’t let its simplicity fool you. Like a jewel, the QBQ is made up of many facets. In
the following chapters, we’ll explore these facets and see the powerful effect asking QBQs can
have on our lives. DON’T ASK “WHY?”Ever heard these questions? · “Why don’t others work
harder?” · “Why is this happening to me?” · “Why do they make it so difficult for me to do
my job?” · “Why don’t I ever get a break?” · “Why don’t people care as much as I
do?” Say them aloud. How do they make you feel? When I say them, I feel powerless, like a
victim. The message of questions with a “Why me?” tone to them is I’m a victim of the
environment and the people around me. Not a very productive thought, is it? But we ask “Why
me?” questions all the time. (Quick point: If you’ve been trained on the “Five Whys” of problem
solving or selling, that’s not what we’re talking about here. Those are useful and appropriate.
What we’re referring to are questions that begin with “Why” and have the “poor me” tone that
leads straight to the classic pity party.) Anyone can fall into the “Why?” trap. I asked a
department manager once how many people worked for him, and he said, “About half!” It’s a
funny response, but he was undoubtedly the kind of manager who would also ask the IQs “Why
can’t I find good people?” “Why doesn’t the younger generation really want to work?” and “Why
don’t I get more support from upper management?” That’s all victim thinking, and there’s too



much of it in the world already. I was on a long flight, sitting next to a man in his mid- fifties. We
introduced ourselves and started a friendly conversation along the lines of “Where are you
heading?” and “What do you do?” It turns out he owns a second home near Aspen and was just
returning from a twenty-one-day ski vacation. Wow! I thought. Twenty-one days in Aspen. This
man has some discretionary income! He went on to say that he lives in New York City and works
on Wall Street. Guess what he does? He’s not a broker. He’s a personal injury attorney. When he
asked me what I do, I opted for the quick, easy answer, “Author, speaker.” “Oh, really?” he said.
“What do you speak about?” I considered this for a moment and thought, Why not? So I said
what I always say, “Personal accountability,” wondering if he’d see the irony—and the humor. It
took a couple of moments. We stared at each other. He fidgeted a bit. Finally, just to be clear, I
added, “What I really do is help people—including myself—eliminate victim thinking from their
lives.” He must have understood me then because that was the end of the conversation. We
never spoke again! I have nothing against him personally or his profession. He’s simply providing
what’s demanded by a culture that continually asks, “Why is this happening to me?” But even as
we shake our heads about the ills of society, let’s not forget that society is made up of
individuals. You and me. The best thing we can do to get rid of victim thinking in our world is to
get rid of it in ourselves. The first QBQ guideline says all QBQs begin with “What” or “How,” not
“Why,” “When,” or “Who.” Take another look at the “Why?” questions at the beginning of the
chapter and consider what would happen if we asked these instead: · “How can I do my job
better today?” · “What can I do to improve the situation?” · “How can I support
others?”From AudioFileThis upbeat business guide instructs corporate and managerial all and
sundry to accept personal responsibility in the workplace. Miller trains companies to
communicate clearly and offer superior service with humor and a sense of attaining excellence.
Narrating in a perky, enthusiastic lecture style, Miller guides listeners clearly and logically to
attaining the much vaunted catbird seat in corporate and retail service. The titular question
behind the question is a matter of looking beyond the surface of a need to its heart and
delivering more, better, faster. An invigorating listen. D.J.B. © AudioFile 2005, Portland, Maine--
Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, MaineRead more
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@ourchiclife, “One of the best books I’ve read. I absolutely loved this book and did a team study
with it because I know everyone needs to read it. If you work from home as a network marketer
or brand ambassador. Or if you lead a team or just have interactions with people in general…
read this book! It will help you!”

Matt R, “Is the question being asked what my boss or customer actually wants of me?. QBQ
book helps change your mindset. You will start to understand that supervisors or customers
may not ask the ultimate question they want you to address for them. The first communicated
question may only be a hint at what they are actually wanting. Bought for my 2 teenage boys
and for some employees at work to help them go further than a surface level.”

Lilly Villarreal Ferrick, “Great Reminders. As I started the book, it felt elementary, like “duh” we all
need to own our stuff. But as it progressed I appreciated the framework and structure of the
QBQ. That’s a big help to me when I face leadership situations in which I feel stuck. It’s a quick
read, worth picking up. As he suggests, I’m going to read it again.”

Frank from Virginia, “Timely advice in 2022. The author puts practical advice behind the concept
of personal accountability. The book addresses today's victim mentality in the workplace and
puts personal responsibility on each of us to control our outcomes by controlling our efforts. The
concept of "incorrect questions" is a winner.”

Maranatha A Sweet, “Elimination of victim mentality. Mr. Miller lays out a simple, practical
strategy to achieve personal accountability. His stories illustrate each point beautifully. I am
ready to begin to implement QBQ personally.”

Jason Cox, “What an Awesome Book!. What a great book!I purchased it on Amazon 2/22/11 and
finished it today 2/27/11 which is probably an all-time record for me as books I buy usually take
months, if not years, to percolate to the top of my to-read list. This one, however, I seemed to
keep getting prompts about in my other reading, Amazon searches, and of course regular
mentions from Dave Ramsey. I'm currently going through Financial Peace University with my wife
and am doing some personal enrichment reading in that regard, including currently reading The
Millionaire Next Door and listening to Thou Shall Prosper on audiobook. Hopefully that puts
things into perspective.Having read quite a few business-related books in the last few years,
what sets QBQ apart?1. An ultra-sharply clear concept.2. Broad usage potential, both in
professional and personal life.3. Super-fast readabilityThis is a 115-page book that reads even
faster than that. Most chapters are 1-4 pages long, and not particularly dense pages at that.
Each chapter reads as a mini article covering a specific item all of which revolve around the
QBQ concept.What is that concept? It's simple: getting to questions in our lives that move us



toward positive action. As opposed to all those questions most people use daily in their work and
personal lives which attempt to avoid responsibility or place blame on others for the problem of
the moment. It really is that simple. But because the concept is so clear, the majority of the book
gives examples of how we can rephrase our words and thinking to become more effective at
problem solving. More effective ourselves. Not by attempting to change others. Not by anything
other than realizing that we simply can NOT change others, and asking questions about why
others do or don't do what we want them to do are useless questions.Too often in this country
today people act the victim. "I couldn't do what I needed to do because that person didn't do
their thing." "It's not my fault I burnt my tongue on that coffee, the cup wasn't clearly enough
labeled 'HOT!'" You get the idea. So much of the genius in this country seems to be spent in
figuring out how to avoid personal responsibility. At work. At home. At school. In parenting. For
anything. Does anyone think this is a good thing? In any way?To me, this book is a brief rebellion
against that epidemic. It's something I'll make sure my kids read. It should be read by everyone
in America, in my opinion. It's a short, easy, fun, enlightening read. Every 6th grader and every
high school senior should be required to read it. Twice. Maybe again in college. QBQ is that good
a concept.”

Paolo Diaz, “If my kids are now preaching personal accountability.... Because the reviews I have
read on here already provide a clear synopsis of the book, I will choose to provide a testimony
on the impact QBQ has had on me and those around me. Since personal accountability is about
self, I'll begin with me.In my work as a leader around the office and through my civic
responsibilities, I apply the QBQ wherever I go. As problems arise, my mindset immediately
shifts to what I can do about the issue instead of wondering why it happened in the first place.
The concept of owning a problem instead of passing the buck is relatively simple, but it's a
concept that we all need to be reminded of. The QBQ puts it front of mind for me. This has
prepared me for my role as an elected official, where a phone call or email from a resident
becomes an "I get to solve this problem" instead of "I have to respond to this resident".I have
relayed the concept of QBQ to my team and have noticed changes in my employees' thinking. I
now see employees coming into my office to begin complaining or venting about a particular
situation and, before I can even utter a word, they immediately start saying "but what I can do
is...". The attitude has shifted to one of problem solving, which is important when the
organization shifts its priorities. It has allowed for greater flexibility within my team.On the home
front, I have a 9-year-old daughter and a 6-year-old son, and I have been preaching the concept
of personal accountability to them for a couple of years now. We have always had great kids who
listen to their parents and care, but it's definitely taken it to another level. They solve their own
problems (well, most of the time) but they own their choices and consequences. I was proud
when my daughter was selected as the award recipient in her class for, you guessed it,
ownership. As for my son, a funny moment happened yesterday. After letting our dog out of her
room for being in doggy timeout, my son promptly told our dog, "Maya, it's your choice if you



want to be good or bad." Couldn't have said it better myself.QBQ has gotten me to be even more
positive, to be a problem-solver, and to be more of a forward-thinker. It's also neat to see it
impact those that I work with and especially my children. Such a simple read, such a simple
concept, but the impact is bigger than I could have ever imagined.”

Ian Howlett, “A very clear presentation of a simple core concept. A very clear presentation of a
simple but powerful core concept, with lots of worked examples. I can see how practicing this
method could help you to improve at what you do.”

Wafaa, “QBQ is my tool to get me on track of my own accountability level. Reading the QBQ
makes me think about my actual position as mother as employee and manager it makes me
instantly think about my level of accountability right now and how it can make a difference. It’s an
easy read book to keep it closely and to re-read to keep the accountability mindset actioned all
the time !”

Sunshinecoach, “I wish everyone would read this book. Fantastic. Everyone should read this
book.  EVERYONE.  I feel like I'm asking the right questions now.”

Michaela, “Easy read and powerful message. This book is easy and fun to read whilst delivering
a very powerful message. I wish everybody read this book. Personal accountability is no new
concept however it is easy to fall back into a victim mentality instead of getting a grip on yourself
and ask what you can do to influence any given situation.”

The book by John G. Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,487 people have provided feedback.
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